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No. 153C Contactor is an electrical switch of the 'single pole, double throw'

type designed to be operated by the weight of a passing train. The contactor is

placed underneath the track as shown in Figure 2. Diagram in Figure 1 shows
its electrical operation. When there is no weight on the track above the contactor,

its terminal clip No. 3 makes electrical contact with terminal clip No. 1. When
th e weight of a passing train depresses the track, clip No. 3' breal contact with
clip No. 1 and makes contact with clip No. z iu^tead.

This action of 153C contactors is used for automatic operation of ho. 1S3
Block Signals, No. 450 Signal Bridges and for controlling power going to insul-

ated train blocks in order to prevent collision between two trains running on the
same track.

INSTALLING THE CONTACTOR

Slide the contactor beneath the track so that one of the track ties rests firmly

irpon^the top pressure plate. If your layout is fastened to a board or platform,

loosen several sections on either side of the contactor. The track must be suf-

ficiently flexible to bend under the weight of the train. For the same reason the

contactor may not work satisfactorily when placed next to a track switch. Note:
?jth "Super-O" track locate the pressure plate under any two plastic ties; it will

, metal ties. _ .

CONNECTIONS FOR NO. 153 BLOCK SIGNAL

When^ the 153C contactor is used to control No. 153 Block Signal make the

sctions shown in Figure 3. No. 3 contactor clip and the center post of the

signaWr^connected to a pair of transformer posts givirig^M^jolte. No. 1 and
No. 2 terminal clips of the contactor are connected to the outsiae"

,

^iro*Ve.j2f the

Block Signal. The Block Signal is usually placed on the right hand side olttfP
track where the locomotive engineer can have a clear view of it from his cab.

The Block Signal in itself dfes not have any control over the movement of

lal indication of the passage of*thentrain past

fever, the Block Signal as well as the NorlSl
lescribed later, in conjunction with an insulated

block is 'dead' or 'alive'.
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the train but simply gives a vis

a given point in the layout. He
Semaphore can be also used, aj

track block to show whether ih
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ADJUSTING THE CONTACTOR

After all the connections are made

and transformer current is on, the con-

tactor must be adjusted so that the

Block Signal operates properly. Stop

the train several sections away from the

contactor so that it does not press on

the contactor plate. Turn the adjustment

nut either up or down until the red light

goes on. Then back up the adjustment

nut just enough to cause the red light

to go out and the green light to go on -EiQ-r- 3 - No. 153 Block Signal Connected

, m , i i. i i
*o Show Passage or Train,

instead. When properly adjusted, the con-

tactor will respond to a light finger pressure on the track and the red light will

stay on as long as any part of the train is passing over the contactopvplate. If the

action of the two lights is reversed interchange the connection to the two out-

side posts. .-v

AUTOMATIC BLOCK SYSTEMS

If you .wish to operate two or more trains on the same track, your layout should

be designed to prevent a train from overtaking and colliding with the one ahead.

This is done by arranging one or more insulated track "blocks" and connecting

each one to the power supply through a 153C contactor. The contactor is placed
several sections beyond the block it controls so that the first train will delay

any train close behind it. By the time the first train releases the contactor it has
built up a safe lead. This type of block is normally "live".

Figure 4 illustrate s^ a basic block, system. An insulated block is prepared by

replacing the metal connector at each end of the center rail of the block with an

insulating pin or clip. Different size pins are needed for "0" and "027" track;

for "Super-O" a special clip of nonconducting material is used. A pair of each
kind of connector is provided with every 153C contactor. The block should be at

least three track sections long so that trains cannot coast through it.

In a medium-sized layout where there may be onlyone or two insulated blocks,

a waiting train may need a quicker start than it can get when main line voltage
is only 9 or 10 volts, and you may want to feed the blocks with 2 or 3 volts more
than the main line. This is done, as shown in Figure 4, with two different trans-

former circuits having a common ground post. Of course, if the road consists en-

tirely of a series of blocks, this precaution is unnecessary because a train will

always be protected from the rear. s

INSULATED BLOCK - 3 OR 4 SECTIONS

LOCKON.

4 OR 5 SECTIONS 153C CONTACTOR

INSULATING PIN <Jy-~^P<f~-Q) INSULATING PIN

— DIRECTION OF TRAIN*
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TRANSFORMERS
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VW or ZW B or C A or D U

Figure 4 - Connections for a Basic Block Used in

Two-Train Operation.
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For more picturesque and life-like operation a 153 Block Signal or a 151 Sema-
phore can be hooked up to the contactor to indicate whether the track ahead of the

insulated block is clear or not Wiring diagrams for this installations are shown
in illustrations below.

-INSULATED BLOCK - 3 OR 4 SECTIONS

INSULATING PIN

S3C CONTACTOR

LOCKON

INSULATING PIN

153 BLOCK SIGNAL TO TRANSFORMER

Figure 5 - No. 153 Signal Interlocked with a Track Block. Transformer Connection s Are
the Same as in Figure 4.
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TO "GROUND"
(ANY NO. 61 LOCKON)

TO TRANSFORMER

Figure 6 - The Same Circuit As Above Installed in a Super-0 Layout. Note that theOnly
Difference Is in the Type of Lockons Used.

. INSULATED BLOCK - 3 OR 4 SECTIONS.

INSULATING PIN

4 OR 5 SECTIONS 53C CONTACTOR

LOCKON :

—
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INSULATING PIN NO. 151 SEMAPHORE
6 /f^^ &

TO TRANSFORMER

Figure 7 - No. 151 Semaphore Interlocked with a Track Block. Transformer Connections
Are the Same as in Figure 4.

DISCONNECTING REVERSING UNIT

When trains are operated in a block system their reversing units must be dis-
connected so that the trails will resume forward progress after being stopped.
To do this, stop the train while*it is moving forward, either by holding it or by
shutting off track power, and move the E-Unit lever to the "off position. (If you
stop the locomotive by means of the transformer direction control, it will go into
neutral).
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FIBRE PIN

HOW TO PRESERVE REVERSING FUNCTION

If you wish to preserve the reversing feature of
one or both of the locomotives, you may "bleed"
some current from the main track to the block. This
is most easily done with a 5-ohm 10-watt adjustable

resistor, of the type shown in Figure 8. The setting

of the resistor depends on the locomotives in use
and the usual operating track voltage range. A 5-ohm
resistance will pass sufficient current to "hold"
the reversing unit of a single-motor locomotive. A
twin-motor job needs about half the resistance. The
"bleed" current will make the trains coast farther,

and the block may have to be lengthened by one or two track sections. If a single-
motor and a twin-motor locomotive are run together, the low resistor setting may
cause the single-motor unit to run right on through the block, although atreduced
speed. Since it is usually the slower of the two, this should cause no trouble.

ADJUSTABLE RESISTOR

Fig. 8 - "Bleed' si stor

INSULATED BLOCK

IOCKON

DIRECTUM Of TRAVEL _
LOCKON " *

I I I I

TO TRANSFORMER

Fig. 10 - This is an interest-

ing variation used for pro-

tecting crossings. The in-

sulated block is normally
"dead" so that the train

arriving at the crossing
always stops until the

other train, passing in front

of it, is safely out of the

way. Similar circuit can be
used to protect sidings,

turnouts, etc.

Fig. 9 - A simple oval lay-

out with an insulated block
interlocked with a No. 153
Track Block Signal. In this

installation the block is

normally "live" and the
signal light is green. Trans-
former connections are as
in Figure 4.

153C CONTACTOR

TO TRANSFORMER
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